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In spite of its economic importance, cassava is one of the least researched among the major 
crops of the world and the potential for genetic improvement is considerable. Identification of 
genomic regions underlying traits of interest is a key step in any crop’s improvement but for 
cassava, this has been rather slow process due to lack of genomic resources and high levels of 
heterozygosity and clonal propagation system. However, recent advances in sequencing 
technologies (and the dramatic reduction in costs) has sets the stage for employing modern and 
more powerful tools to study the genetic architecture of economically important traits in the crop. 
Genome-wide association study (GWAS) is increasingly being adopted as a more efficient 
method of finding genes of interest by exploiting existing linkage disequilibrium in a sample of 
unrelated individuals. GWAS overcomes some key limitations of traditional bi-parental QTL 
mapping by (i) sampling broader germplasm base to uncover more QTLs and alleles, and (ii) 
providing higher resolution, often to the gene level and (iii) circumvents the time-consuming 
process of creating mapping populations. We have recently genotyped-by-sequencing a set of 
652 clones representing important breeding lines of IITA, most of which are accompanied by 
historical phenotypic data from multi-location and multi-year trials. This germplasm set is also 
being used a training population for a genomic selection project that is being implemented by 
Cornell University, IITA, NRCRI-Nigeria, and NaCCRI-Uganda.  We performed GWAS on this 
set of germplasm using more than 4000 SNPs distributed across 607 unique cassava genome 
scaffolds starting focusing on four traits: quantitative resistance to cassava mosaic disease, dry 
matter content, root-number and pro-vitamin A content. Strong associations between SNP 
markers and these traits were identified, after accounting for the effect of population structure, 
and most of these SNPs co-located with previously mapped QTLs as well as genes that are 
known to influence these traits. We demonstrate that GWAS is a viable approach for high-
resolution and efficient mapping of QTLs and genes of interest in the clonally propagated 
cassava.   


